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Our land is in chaos, it's time for civil war! Our 
People are under attack, we won't take no more! 

Tyrants have come, to steal our dreams-There is no 
Justice that we have seen! The word is final, it's a 
Call to arms, we must protect our kin from impending 
Harm! By Odin's power invested in me-I'll bring the 
Oppressors to their knees! 

This warrior is strong, this warrior is brave! My 
Loyalty belongs to my people! Now with this hammer in 
My hand I will destroy surrounding evils! This warrior 
Is strong, this warrior is brave-Sharp and keen as an 
Eagle! Thor to my left, Tyr to my right-We will bring 
Mass upheaval! 

Mother and Father I will lead the pack-Don't forget me 
If I never make it back! And to my woman with locks of 
Gold-Our love is eternal, as the arctic cold! Raise my 
Children, teach them well, that oppression leads to a 
Living hell! Now my people, we must leave-War is 

Calling for our destiny! 

This warrior is strong, this warrior is brave! My 
Loyalty belongs to my people! Now with this hammer in 
My hand I will destroy surrounding evils! This warrior 
Is strong, this warrior is brave-Sharp and keen as an 
Eagle! Thor to my left, Tyr to my right-We will bring 
Mass upheaval! 

Forward we ride off into the final fight-The enemy is 
Near he is in our sights! The longhorn it blows and 
It's time to attack! In the name of your land there's 
No turning back! 

Onward with force I smash my way in-I've finally been 
Struck and the lights are getting dim! My time is 
Growing nearer and I hear Odin's call-The Valkyries are
Coming to catch my fall! 
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Valhalla is calling for me! Valhalla is calling for me! 
Valhalla is calling for me! Valhalla is calling for me!
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